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ABSTRACT

We discuss the Kirillov-Kostant method of coadjoint orbits and its applications to the
construction of actions invariant under the infinite dimensional Lie groups. The use of these
techniques to the study of integrable models is discussed, with the case of the Toda field
theories receiving a special attention. As an illustration we derive, using these methods,
a geometric WZWN action based on the extended two-loop Kac-Moody algebra. We
show that under a Hamiltonian reduction procedure, which respects conformai invariance,
we obtain a hierarchy of Toda type field theories, which contain as submodels the Toda
Molecule and periodic Toda Lattice theories.
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1 Introduction
NOD linear completely integrable models are known to possess an extremely rich algebraic
structure which allows one to obtain exact results about their properties. Among these
models there is an important class called the Toda models[l]. They arc relaxed to sev-
eral important problems in theoretical physics such as the study of solitons (Sine-Gordon
and Bullough-Bodd equations), string theories[2] (Liouville equation), and to monopole
solutions in self-dual Yang-Mills theories with spherical symmetry[3] (Toda Molecule).

The algebraic structure of such models is introduced by the Lax equation or, in 1 + 1
dimensions, by the zero curvature condition (ZCC). The idea henceforth is to construct a
two dimensional gauge potential Az and A, lying in a Lie algebra such that the ZCC imply
the equation of motion, i.e.,

dtAg — dtAt + [A , Ax\ = 0 -»equations of motion (1)

In these notes we shall be interested in discussing the Toda type models which are es-
sentially classified within 3 classes according to its algebraic structure. The first one is
the Toda Molecule (TM) defined by a two dimensional gauge potential lying in a finite
dimensional Lie algebra Q

+ £-„-) (2)

At = 1/23,0O#° + eI /2#f-*»(Ea. - £?_„-) (3)

where A',* = 2aaa*/ab is the Cartan matrix and a*, a = 1,2,..., r are the simple roots of
Q which have commutation relations,

IT T1 — feT (4)

The equations of motion are given by the ZCC where we use the structure established in
(4)

d,At - ati4, + [A,, At] = - 2 ( õ _ a + ^ . - eK«*>)Ha = 0, (5)

where x± — x ±t. Whenever 4>a(x,t) is a solution of the Toda Molecule eq.(5), the gauge
potentials (2) and (3) are pure gauge and therefore the ordered exponential,

A^dx", (6)

where T orders points of the path joining P and Q, is independent of the path (see [4]).
Conservation laws may be obtained from (6), however these may be non-local.

The simplest example of the TM models is the Liouville equation associated with Ç —
SL(2) and involving a single field # x , t),

d.d+4>-1%4 = 0. (7)

The Liouville theory, as well as all other TM models possesses a bidden symmetry associ-
ated with the Lie group £7(5,6,7,8]. In the one dimensional version this leads to a series of



conserved charges with vanishing Poisson brackets (in involution) that makes the model
integrable[7,5]. In the two dimensional TM models this is also believed to be true. The
general solutions of the 1-D and 2-D TM have already been constructed using this hidden
symmetry[9,6]. By taking the conserved quantities of the 1-D TM as new Hamiltonians
one gets an hierarchy of integrable models for each TM model. These Hamiltonians are
not quadratic in the momenta. The general solutions to these higher Hamiltonians associ-
ated to any simple Lie algebra have also been con-ttructed[10]. An important property of
the 2-d TM models beyond the fact of being (or believed to be) completely integrable is
conformai invariance. For the Liouville theory it is easy to verify that under the conformai

* + - F ( z + ) , * - - G ( z - ) (8)

with P and G analytic functions, the theory is left unchanged if ̂  -» ̂  + J / J I P C .

A second class of the Toda models is the Toda Lattice (TL). They are based on the
loop algebra Ç,

m,n€Z. Apart from the r simple roots of Ç, Q has an extra simple root a". The 2-dim
gauge potential is then

A, = ifidtW + el/2K^(Ea. + £.„.) + elf2K^(Ea. + £L«.) (10)

At = l/2d*4>.H' + eii2K-*>{Ea. - E.a.) + txliK«**(Ea. - £LO.) (11)

where Ea» = Ex_+ , V» = f"ta» ls t n e highest root of G and /vM = -m+K*. In fact, the
loop algebra Q (9) can be realized in terms of a spectral parameter A,

27 = \mT* (12)

hence £ o . = \E-+. The ZCC imply the TL equations, namely

d-d+4. - c1'™'** + tfe1'2*-*» = 0. (13)

where t* are defined as V/^1 = ^"a/0»2 • ^ n e «niplest example is the Sioh-Gordon
equation related to SL(2),

0 - a ^ - e w + e - * = O . (14)

The hidden symmetry associated with the loop algebra is responsible for an infinite number
of conservation laws. It has been shown that it is possible to obtain an infinite number
of local conserved charges in involution by gauge transforming Ar and At into a set of
commuting generators(ll). This proves the integrability of the TL theories. An interesting
property of the TL equation which is not shared by TM is that the former admits finite
vacua solutions and these are related to solitons (perhaps after a suitable transformation
like # -* t> in (14)). Although the algebraic structure underlying the TL theories seems
to be richer than in the TM, conformai invariance no longer holds. In fact, (13) can be
regarded as a conformally invariant theory (TM) perturbed by an operator described by
the second exponential (see[12] and [13]). The solutions of some models of the TL type
have been constructed(l4j.



In order to restore conformai invariance we shall consider the 2-dim gauge potential to
be in the affine Kac-Moody (KM) algebra Ç,

(15)

(16)

' (17)

This third class of Toda models was first proposed by Babelon and Bonora [15} in connec-
tion with SL(2) but can easily be generalized to an arbitrary algebra Ç [16]. Consider

A, = ft* + elf7***(E«. + £.„.) + tlf7K^*"(E^ + E.+) (18)

A, = ds* + e " 2 * " * ^ . . - E.f) + e " * * * * » ^ - E-*) (19)

where * = l/2<t>.H* +ftd+ l/2i/c. For Q = SL(2) we get the Babelon-Bonora model,
namely,

a* e-a*+" = O (20)

= 0 (21)

a.t>+«/-e-2*+2" = 0 (22)
Notice that due to the presence of the field /t (which transforms as ft —»/i + inF'G' under
conformai transformation) conformai invariance is restored. This fact however, does not
allow one to say much about integrability. Of course, hidden symmetries under the full
Kac-Moody groups should play an important role, but these are difficult to incorporate.

Relation between the TM and the Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) models pro-
posed by Balog et al [8] suggests a new approach to the above issues. The TM model can
be obtained from the WZNW theory by Hamiltonian reduction which consists in using r
conserved quantities in involution to reduce the same number of degrees of freedom of the
original system. In general the symmetries of the reduced model are also symmetries of
the full model and they are easily spotted there. The, upshot is therefore to deal with the
other classes of Toda modeb in the same maaner. This requires a generalization of WZNW
type models defined on infinite dimensional manifolds Q and Q. This has been done in ref.
[16] using the powerful framework of the Kirillov-Kostant method[17,18]to construct the
action for such modeb. This work follows the ideas of Wiegmann[19] and Alekseev and
Shatashvilli[20] of constructing geometric actions based on the theory of coadjoint orbits.

In the next section we give an introductory explanation of these methods whilst in
section 3 we apply it to the two loop Kac-Moody algebra. In section 4 we show that the
Hamiltonian reduction in fact yields the generalization of the Babelon-Bonora model.

2 The Kirillov-Kostant Method
This method is of great interest in Physics because it allows, in a very simple and ele-
gant way, the study of symmetries of Classical Mechanical system». It combines the nice
features of group theory and Hamiltonian formalism. Essentially, it states that the orbit



uf the coadjoúii representation of any Lie group is & syinplectk manifold (phase space),
ll was proposed by Kiriliov [IT] and iude|iciideutly by Kostant (18). Here we try to give
a pedesuuu* introduction to this method. We recommend, to those interested in more
detail*, the Look» by F.Httci.ko [21), Arnold (22] and Kirillov [17).

A Lie group G acts ou the elements of it* Lie algebra Q by conjugation, i.e.

,9^OtT,reÇ (23)
We say that Q transforms under the adjoint representation of G. In addition to this
representation, any Lie group possesses the so culled coadjoint representation Ad". This is
the representation under which the dual space Ç** of the l i e algebra. Q transforms. It is
defined by

(AÇJT |T) = (X IAd,-,T)f XeG\TeÇ,g€G (24)

where (-1 ) denote» the scalar product between elements of Ç' and Q. If 2* i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,dim G
is a basis for Q and X* is the corresponding canonical basis for Ç* we have

*j (25)
The dual apace Q' can be split into orbits of the coadjoint transformation (coorbits).

Au urbil i» made uf the set of elements that can be transformed one into another,i.e.

<?'A. = {-V € Ç' | -V = AS,Xo, geG) (26)

This is called the coad>uiut orbit in Q" passing through Xo.
We now want to sbuw that these coorbits possess a symplectic structure by giving an

explicit construction of a symplectic 2-foiin. la order to do that we need to define an
infinitesimal adjoint and coadjoiut transformations. The first one is defined by

a^T = jtAdlMti)T | í=ü= [tT\, i,T € G (27)

The infinitesimal coadjuint traiisfunnatiiin in defined using (24) as

T) 2 £(*<nw I T> !•=»= - & I ̂ T ) (28)
Front this definition oue sees that the infinitesimal variation of the points in the coorbit
are tangent vectors. In fact, any tangent vector v to the coorbit at the point X can be
written us

v = aJ'X (29)

for some s t £. Notice tliat, for a given v, { is not uuitjuely defined. There may exist
elements of Ç that unniltilate A'. We ridl this set of elements Hx, »•«.

*(Jivc» »n> vectur »|.»t:r V we t»« «Iciiue «uutlicr veclur «pace V*, called Ibc dual, fmcratcd by the liatw
fuii<iiuii«U ou V. A linear functional A ataocialc» U> *ny eleineul of V a real (or complex) Dumber web



Ç = 0 } (30)

So, if ( ( - i') € ft* t n c n £ '***** (' produce the same tangent vector v = ad*X = ud^.X.
One can also show the converse, i.e. if two elements of Ç provide the same tangent vector
then their difference is an element of Hx- The subset Hx is iu fact a Lie subalgebra of Q
because if ( and n aunihilate X uuder tlie infinitesimal coadjoint transformation, so does
their commutator. This is the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup Hx C G of .V (the
subgroup of G which leaves X invariant uuder the coadjoint action ). One can show that
the isotropy subgroups of the points of the coorbit are all isomorphic. If A'' = Ad^X then
H H 1

The Kostant-Kirilluv diiferential 2-form is defined by

») = <* | fc.iil) (31)

where u = ad^X , v = ad^X and (,?/ € G- Notice that by replacing £ - » ( + &> and
1 ~~* 9 + 1b where &, ifr € %r the 2-forui docs not change. Such replacements however
do not change the tangent vectors u and v, which are the arguments of the 2-fonu. This
2-fbrm is non degenerate, dosed and invariant under the coadjoint transformation. We
now prove these three properties.

1) u>x is *o» degenerate
We say u/x is nondegerate if M>.V(M,I;) = 0 for any tangent vector u implies that v = 0.

So, suppose that u>jf(u,v) = 0 for any u. Then from (31)

o = wx(u, v) = {X i K, ,D = <pdrnx | o (32)
But this implies i/ € fix, i.e. atl^X = v = 0. So u/* is non degenerate.

Writing u»jf = u>tJdx' A </x' where x' , i = 1,2..., dim C>£ is a set of local coordinates
on the coorbit, we have that dtt wu / 0. But since u;y is an autisymmetric matrix we
conclude that the coorbit must be even diiueusional.

t) u>x is a closed iwo form
Any point of the coorbit in a neighborhood of a given point Xo € G* can be written as

X = Xo + 6XU = A'u + ud^Xo = JTo + ^ a ^ , A'o (33)

where we have written £ € Ç us $ = x'P, + h with h being an element of 7ixt <a«l P, a basis
for the complement of Hx0 ui Ç. Thcrt-iure we can use x' as a set of local coordinates for
the coorbit around the point Xv. So the exterior derivative becomes

dX = bXdS * adpXo (34)

where d, = -fó and P = P,dx\ So we can write the matrix u/l} defined above as

(35)

where u, as oJj,(X.Vj = od^A'. Then the exterior derivative of u is



éa = ^(ftuijt+d.wb + dkui,)dx%Adx> A dxk (36)
3

Hence as a consequence of the Jacobi identity

<L/ = 0 ' (37)

We have then shown that u is closed and non degenerate, and so is a symplectic form.
Consequently the coorbit is a symplectic manifold. But the Kostant-KiriUov form has still
an additional property.

3) ut is fa*aTM»f %nier the cotijoint transformation
Fixing a point X of the coorbit, we can write any other point asXt — Ad^X for g € G.

Under the coadjoint transformation the tangent vectors at X go to tangent vectors at Xt

since

AdTv =

= <^u^a = vt (38)

Then from (31) we have

= ux(u,v) (39)

and the invariance under the coadjoint transformation is proved.
The Poisson bracket on the coorbit is defined in the usual way as

{FtG}=JiO,FdjG (40)

where w*' is the inverse of the Kostant-Kirilbv form u>i> and the derivatives are w.r.t. a set
of coordinates on the coorbit. The bracket is obviously antisymmetric and one can check
that it satisfies the Jacobi identity as a consequence of (37).

2.1 The case of algebras with central extension
Consider a Lie algebra Q with a central element k, like the Kac Moody or the Virasoro
algebras. We can then denote the elements of Ç and Ç' as pairs (£,n) and (X,c) respec-
tively, where n and c stands for the components in the directions corresponding to the
central element. The scalar product between elemei.. of Ç and Q* is then defined as



(41)
If we consider the coorbit in Q* passing through the point (0, c) we then get that the

KosUnt-Kirillov form (31) becomes

,») = c»((,?) ' (42)
where u = adJ^O.c) , o = « ^ , , ( 0 , e) and ntf.if) is the component of [ ({>,) , (9, n2))
in the direction of the central element. Notice that nx and n2 do not contribute to this
commutator since they commute with everything. We then see that the Kostant-KiriBov
form for the coorbit Ofa is proportional to the anomaly of the Lie algebra Q. This is the
main point that has been explored recently by several authors [20,19,24,23,251 in the study
of WZNW models, 2d gravity and Cheni-Stmoos theories. They have noticed that the
Kirillov-Kostant form provides the action for these models, establishing a very powerful
method of studying the algebraic and geometric properties of them.

The symplectic form (42) can be calculated in a very direct way, using the Maurer-
Cartan fonn. The particular trk^ we here describe was observed by Wiegnunn [19]. Given
the group element g(t) - exp(tÇ), one gets that

fCr'^fWU-i («)
So, any element of the algebra can be written in this form. By considering the derivatives
in all possible directions one gets a 1-form called the Maurer-Cartan form

g-1dg (44)

It satisfies the identity called Maurer-Cartan equation

jy=-\iy,y\ (45)

We can then write the Kostant-KiriDov form as

« = t * 1 \y>n (46)
and in the case considered in (42) we get from (45) and (46)

-2cdW (47)

where we have denoted the Maurer-Cartan form for an algebra with central extension as
y = (y, W). This is the formula used by Wiegmann[19] to calculate the Kostant-Kírülov
form for the coorbit containing the point (0,c). A physical action for infinite dimensional
Lie algebras with central extensions is then defined && the integral of W over the closed
path on the coorbit.

Several examples of geometric actions have been considered in the literature[20,19,23,
24,25). The WZNW and Polyakov's 2-d gravity models are obtained from the Kac-Moody
and Virasoro algebra respectively. The SL(2,R) Kac-Moody algebra which appears in
Polyakov's model has a nice interpretation here as the isotropy algebra of some special



coorbits of the Virasoro algebra. The transformation property of the geometric action has
been described in [26].

In the next section we apply this procedure to the two loop Kac-Moody algebra and
show how to obtain the Toda type field theories by Hamiltoaian reduction.

3 The two loop Kac-Moody algebra

We introduce a current algebra, which we call two loop Kac-Moody algebra", by the
following commutation relations

-1t) (49)
(50)

= 0 (51)

where / £ are the structure constants of a finite semisimple Lie algebra (7 (compact or not),
while &* is the Killing form of Ç (&* = Tr(T.r»), Tm being the generator of (?) and n and
m are integers. One can easily verify that the algebra (48-51) satisfies the Jacobi identity.
The geometric action for this algebra can be obtained following Wiegmann's technique[19]
discussed in the previous section. For this purpose we define the Maurer-Cartan (MC)
one-form associated to the algebra (48-51):

y = / * ( E <(*)-c(*)+«**(«)+n(*yi>{'))+wi (52)

which has to satisfy the MC equation (45). In components it reads

(53)

(55)

Jr,(z) = 0 (56)

In order to find a solution of these equations let us consider the Kac-Moody algebra
(15)-(17) realized in terms of charges 7 ? = fdjJ?{x)t C s JdxC(x) and D & fdxV{x).
Analogously to the derivation of the usual WZNW action by the coadjoint orbit method
(10,20,25) the solution to equations (53-56) can be formally written in a form of the generic
expression g'ldg for the MC one-form, where g is taken to be exponential of a linear
combination of the generators of Q. Writing

§'ldg = £tf:(*)T,r + V{x)D + Z(x)C (57)
m

8



one can check that the MC equation d(g~ldg) = —\\g~ldgtg~ldg] implies that U^(x),
V(x) and Z(i) have to satisfy the same equations (53), (55) and (56) as J4^(I) , IJ(I) and
((z) respectively

Indeed denoting by Tr an invariant bilinear form of the Kac-Moody algebra (15-17):

. (58)
Tr(CD) = 1
Tt(DD) = Tr(CC) = 1r(C77) = ir (DIT) = 0

we can now rewrite the components of the MC one-form (52) as

; «* ) = TV (g~ldgD) ; •?(*) = Tr ( f ^ K ? ) (59)

As discussed in the previous section the geometric action is then given by the component
W of the Maurer-Cartan form in the direction of the central term[l9], given by eq. (54)

W = -d-x±j dx1t(g-ldgds(g-xdg)) (60)

We note here the formal resemblance to the usual WZNW action but it is worth stressing
that g is based on the infinite dimensional Lie algebra (15-17). Following [26] we find the
equations of motion and conservation laws in the usual light-cone coordinates ( d —• d+dt,
0,-d)

0 i d.(g-td+g)=0 (61)

4 The Reduction Procedure
We now show how to obtain Toda type models as submodels of the WZNW theory de-
scribed by the equations (61). This can be achieved by a Hamiltonian reduction procedure
which is a generalization of what we are used to do in central potential problems in me-
chanics (hydrogen atom). There, one uses the conservation of J2 and J, to eliminate the
angular variables dependence of the radial equation. In fact, there is a theorem in Classical
Mechanics[27] which says that whenever one has a model with n degrees of freedom and r
conserved quantities in involution (which have vanishing Poisson brackets) one can reduces
the phase space from 2n to 2(n - r) dimensions. The procedure we present here works
for any simple Lie algebra Ç associated to the two loop Kac-Moody algebra (48 - 51), but
to make things simpler we will discuss the SL(2) case only. It contains all the important
ingredients of the general case[16]. The generators of the SL(2) Kac-Moody algebra will be
denoted by Tj", T% and IT, where m is any integer number. The commutation relations
(15), in this case, become

s 2mim+n,oC (62)

= ±227+ B (63)

[77, T:j = T?+»+m6m+n#C (64)

9



The commutation relations involving D and C are the same as in (16) and (17). Notice
this is the Chevalley basis and T3 is twice the one usually used in SL(2) (or SU(2)). The
Killing form is normalized as

Tr(T?T2) = ém+nj0, Trf I ^ ) = 0
Tr(CD) = l, Tr(CC) = Tr(DD)=O (65)

As in any phase space reduction we need .special coordinates. In this case these are
given by the Gauss decomposition, where the elements (perhaps not all of them) of the
group obtained by exponentiating real linear combinations of the generators 7J1, TJ1, C
and D are written as

g = AT AM (66)

where

x) (67)
A(x) = ( 2 )

with ^V(ar) being a real linear combination of the positive root step operators, i.e. 7+,
T£, and TJ1* with m > 1, and ?-{*) being a real linear combination of the negative root
step operators, i.e. Tf, T±m, and T^m for m > 1. Using this decomposition we can write

g~ld+g = M-^A'W-id+ArA + A^d+A + d+MM-^MsM^KiiM (68)

(69)

where we have defined

MT) m Tr(g-%gT) , JL{T) = Tr(d.gg~lT) (70)

The equations of motion (61) can be written, using (69) and (70), as

Q.KR « -{KR,d.MM-l\ (71)
0+A"t - [KL,tf-ld+tf] (72)

The radial variables here are the fields ${x), /((z) and f (x). They are going to be fields
of the reduced model. We have to eliminate all the fields associated to the subgroups M and

10



Aí. In order to do that we need a number of currents in involution equal to the sum of the
dimensions of these subgroups. Notice that the commutator of two positive (negative) root
step operators produce a step operator for higher positive (lower negative) root. Therefore
if we set to zero the currents associated to the non simple7 positive (negative) roots we get
that the currents corresponding to the subgroup Af (M) are in involution. For SL(2) the
positive (negative) simple root step operators are 7? and Tl (Tt and T~l). We shall then
impose the following constraint on the currents

; m ) = 0 , m > 2
) = 0 , m > l (73)

h{Tl) = A[
h(T?) = 0, m > 2

0 , m > l (74)

where A^1 and Aj1 are arbitrary constants. The commutator of positive simple root step
operators with negative root step operators does not produce positive root step operators.
Therefore using the formula

exp{T)Lexp{-T) = L + [T,L) + ^[T,lTiL)) + ^[T,[TtlT,L))] + ... (75)

one can easily convince oneself that the positive root step operator parts of KR and g~ld+g
are the same, when the constraints (73) are imposed. So, we have

— \° T° J. 1* T 1 Í7fí*
rf - *fli+ + *«-*_ I'Oj

Using similar arguments one concludes that, after imposing the constraints (74)

Ud-M M~lA-1) = A£7? + Xl
LTll Í77)

It then follows from (63), (16) and (75) that

(ô -M M~l) - X°Lexp{2^)T^ + Xl
Lexp{-2^ + 2/i)T;' (78)

The component of (71) lying in the direction of the A generators is given by

~ V / l \ I tti. 'V ~ ffti.i
Ta positive (cegative) simple root is a root that can not be written as the sum of two positive (negative)

11



Using (62-64), (67), (76) and (78) we get the equations of motion for the reduced model

(80)
0 (81)

d.d+p = -\l
H\l

Lr2*+2» (82)

This is the Bonora-Babelon [15] model. A generalization of this model for any simple Lie
algebra has been done using the reduction procedure described here [16]. This model is
confonn&Uy invariant as has been explained in the introduction. Notice that for those
solutions where p = 0 (80) becomes the Sinh-Gordon equation. In addition, in the limit
ft —» —oo (which is delicate), (80) resembles the Liouville equation.

5 Conformai Invariance and the Energy-Momentum
Tensor

Again we shall restrict ourselves, in this section, to the case of the SL(2) algebra. The
results for any algebra are discussed in ref. [16]. All we discuss here can be done for
both chiralities, and so we will consider only the right moving modes and will drop the A
subscripts. The classical Sugawara energy momentum tensor is given by

T(x) = ̂  y ^ ( 5 W ) W " ) + 2J(27)J(r_-m)) + 2J(C)7(D)| (83)

Using the commutation relations for the currents (see (62-64) we get

- v) - WvM* - y) (84)
where J stands for any of the currents. Eq.(84) can then be used to reproduce the classical
Virasoro algebra

[T(x), T(y)} = 2T(y)dt6(x -y)- d,T(y)6{x - y) (85)

FVom (84) we see that the currents transform as fields of conformai weight one under
conformai transformations. Hence, if we would constraint one of these currents to have
a non zero constant value, like we did in (73) and (74), we would break the conformai
invariance. This is like breaking the Lorentz invariance by having the expectation value of
a vector quantity different from zero. However this breaking can be avoided if we modify
the energy momentum tensor by a total divergence, such that the currents frozen to noi»
zero values transform as scalars. Notice that the simple root step operators have unity
eigenvalue w.r.t. the generator (1/2)7? + ID

[(1/2)7? + 2A 7?] « T j (86)
[(1/2)7? + 2P, 7*2] =T2 (87)
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So, if we define the modified energy momentum tensor as

L(x) = T(x) + Õ, (iJ(I?) + 2J(D)) (88)

we get the currents constrained to non zero values transforming now as scalars. This
guarantees that the reduced model will be conformally invariant. A consequence of this
modification is that the Virasoro algebra gets a central term

- \*n* - y) (89)
where the root of SL(2) has been normalized to have squared length 2.

Applying the constraints (73) reduces the modified Sugawara tensor (88) to:

U* =

which is the improved energy momentum tensor of the Bonora-Babelon model [15] defined
by (80-82).

6 Conclusions
Using the Kirillov-Kostant method we have achieved the construction of a geometric action
of the type WZNW for the current algebra defined by eqs. (48-51). Under a Hamiltonian
reduction procedure we have obtained a class of Toda type field theories which are con-
formally invariant. These are the generalizations of the Babelon-Bonora model [15]. We
would like to point out that the Kirillov-Kostant method provides a way of studying the
three classes of Toda models on the same footing. The Toda Molecule, Toda Lattice and
extended Babelon-Bonora models can be seen as reduced models from WZNW actions on
the manifolds of the groups G, G and G respectively. The second is obtained from the
current algebra (48) by droping the currents V(x) and C(x). Following the same procedure
of sections 3 and 4 one would arrives at a reduced model without the fields /*(x) and v(x)
which is exactly the TL model. By taking the subalgebra generated by the zero modes
(m = 0) of the currents J"(x) one gets the ordinary WZNW action which leads to the
TM models[20,8]. By using these ideas we believe one can understand the integrability
properties of the Toda models in a unified manner. The relation between integrability and
conformai invariaoce has played an important role in understanding 2-d QFT in the past
few years. Some of the latest developments have been described by J.B. Zuber and R.
Koberle [28,13] in their lectures in this School. We believe such relation, which is not well
understood yet, could be explored further using the methods described here.
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